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Structure validation is a crucial component not only in protein crystallography but also in model
quality estimation in homology modeling, protein design and de-novo structure prediction. Two key
attributes of a correctly determined atomic model are optimal packing between side-chains and
absence of destabilizing unbalanced electric fields within the interior of a protein molecule. The
complementarity plot (CP) combines them in a single unified measure. CP has now been compiled
into a user friendly validation package and made available as a standalone suite of programs in the
public domain (http://www.saha.ac.in/biop/www/sarama.html). The application of CP in the detection
of wrong rotamer assignment has been surveyed.
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We report the free availability of a standalone suite of pro-
grams (Sarama) for the Complementarity Plot (Linux Plat-
form) with detailed features and documentation available
at the website: http://www.saha.ac.in/biop/www/sarama.
html. The basic methodology has already been reported.1

Briefly, the Complementarity Plot (CP) estimates the shape
and electrostatic complementarity of interior residues of a
globular protein and is a sensitive indicator of their har-
mony or disharmony with regard to the short and long
range forces sustaining the native fold. A correctly deter-
mined natively folded protein structure should have opti-
mal packing between its buried side-chains and absence of
destabilizing unbalanced electric fields within the interior
of the molecule. CP has already been demonstrated to be
effective in detecting local regions of suboptimal packing
or electrostatics which were found to be highly correlated
to coordinate errors. CP has now been compiled into an
user friendly validation package which should be an use-
ful addition in the already existing repertoire of structure
validation tools. A set of scores have now been included
in the methodology which gives an estimate of the prob-
abilities associated with the distribution of points in the
plot and the propensities of specific residues to different
degrees solvent exposure.
As has been reported previously1 CP requires the sur-

face (Ssc
m ) and electrostatic (Esc

m � complementarity to be
computed for buried residues. In this regard, the extent of

∗Authors to whom correspondence should be addressed.

burial (Bur) of every amino acid residue with respect to
the solvent was estimated by the ratio of the solvent acces-
sible areas (probe radius: 1.4 Å)2 of the residue (X) in the
polypeptide chain to that of an identical residue in a Gly-
X-Gly peptide fragment, in a fully extended conforma-
tion. Only those residues with the burial ratio �Bur�≤ 0�30
were henceforth considered for the complementarity plot.
The van der Waals surface was calculated for the entire
polypeptide chain, sampled at 10 dots/Å2 3 and surface
(Ssc

m � and electrostatic (Esc
m � complementarities calculated

for buried or partially buried side-chains.1�3

For surface complementarity �Ssc
m �, only side-chain sur-

face points of buried residues (target) were considered and
their nearest neighboring surface points identified from
the rest of the polypeptide chain (within a distance of
3.5 Å). Surface points essentially being area elements are
characterized by their positions (x� y� z) and the direc-
tion cosines (dl�dm�dn) of their normals. Then, adapted
from Lawrence and Colman,4 the following expression was
calculated:

S�a�b�= na ·nb · exp�−w�d2
ab� (1)

where na and nb are two unit normal vectors, correspond-
ing to the dot surface point a (located on the side chain
surface of the target residue) and b (the dot point near-
est to a, within 3.5 Å) respectively, with dab the distance
between them and w, a scaling constant set to 0.5. Ssc

m

was defined as the median of the distribution {S�a�b�}
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calculated over all the dot surface points of the side-chain
target residue.
For electrostatic complementarity (Esc

m ), the electrostatic
potential of the molecular surface was estimated using
the finite difference Poisson-Boltzmann method as imple-
mented in DelPhi.5 The potential on the side-chain sur-
face points of a buried residue was then computed twice,1

first, due to all atoms of the target residue and second as
a function of all atoms from the rest of the polypeptide
chain (excluding the target). Thus, each surface point was
tagged with two values of electrostatic potential. Follow-
ing McCoy et al.,6 negative of the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient between these two sets of potential values over
the side-chain dot surface points of the target residue was
defined as Esc

m

Esc
m =−

( ∑N
i=1 ���i�− �̄���′�i�− �̄′�

�
∑N

i=1 ���i�− �̄�2
∑N

i=1 ��
′�i�− �̄′�2�1/2

)
(2)

where, for a given residue consisting of a total of N side-
chain dot surface points, ��i� is the potential on its ith
point realized due to its own atoms and ��i�, due to the
rest of the protein atoms, �̄ and �̄ are the mean potentials
of ��i�, i = 1� � � � �N and �′�i�, i = 1� � � � �N respectively.
The plot of Ssc

m on the X-axis and Esc
m on the Y -axis

(spanning −1 to 1 in both axes) constitutes the ‘Com-
plementarity Plot’ (CP), which is actually divided into
three plots based on the burial ranges: 0�00 ≤ Bur ≤ 0�05
(CP1), 0�05 < Bur ≤ 0�15 (CP2) and 0�15 < Bur ≤ 0�30
(CP3). Initially, all the buried residues from a training
database (DB2) consisting of 400 highly resolved protein
crystal structures1 were plotted in the CPs, which had been
divided into square-grids (of width 0�05× 0�05), and the
center of every square grid was assigned an initial prob-
ability (Pgrid� equal to the number of points in the grid
divided by the total number of points in the plot. The
probability of a residue to occupy a specific position in
the plot was then estimated by bilinear interpolation from
the probability values of its four nearest neighboring vox-
els. Each CP was contoured based on the initial proba-
bility values (Pgrid ≥ 0�005 for the first contour level and
Pgrid ≥ 0�002 for the second) thus dividing the plot into
three distinct regions. The cumulative probability of locat-
ing a point within the second (outer) contour for the three
plots were 91%, 90%, 88% respectively whereas for the
first (inner) contour, the probability gradually dropped with
increasing solvent exposure (82%, 76%, 71%). Inspired by
the Ramachandran Plot, the region within the first con-
tour was termed ‘probable,’ between the first and second
contour, ‘less probable’ and outside the second contour,
‘improbable’ (Fig. 1).
In such a plot residues with low Ssc

m and Esc
m (<0.2 for

both) are easily identified. The methodology has already
been shown to detect errors in side-chain conformers
in obsolete structures w.r.t. their upgraded counterparts.1

Such side-chains were found to have suboptimal pack-
ing and/or electrostatics and thus predominantly lie in the

Fig. 1. CP1: The complementarity plot for the 1st burial bin. ‘Probable,’
‘less probable’ and improbable’ regions of the plot are colored in purple,
mauve and sky-blue respectively.

improbable region of the plots. An example of such a cal-
culation is given below.
110 pairs of obsolete and their corresponding upgraded

counterparts were assembled from the PDB (ftp://ftp.
wwpdb.org/pub/pdb/data/status/obsolete.dat). In order to
ensure that the upgraded structure was genuinely bet-
ter than its obsoleted counterpart, only those pairs were
selected wherein the improvement in resolution and
R-factor were better than 0.2 Å and 0.02 respectively.
222 deeply buried residues (0�0 ≤ Bur ≤ 0�05) from the
upgraded structures were identified which were origi-
nally found to be located in the probable region of CP1,
and whose counterparts in the corresponding obsolete
structures differed by more than 40� (involving �1 and �2�
though belonging to another valid rotamer combination.7

They were then replaced by their corresponding coun-
terparts from the obsolete structures. Subsequent to the
replacement, 45% of the points were relocated in the
improbable region of the plot, 16% were found in the less
probable region whereas 39% were retained in the prob-
able region (Fig. 2). Deviations from the expected dis-
tributions (DB2) were estimated by means of �2 (df =
3–1, probable, less probable, improbable; �2

0�05 = 5�991)
subsequent to the replacement which was found to be
397.63. Thus, CP could have applications when deal-
ing with low-resolution data where automated side-chain
rebuilding methods generally do not work very efficiently.
The Complementarity Plot as a validation technique is

probabilistic in nature and can be utilized either over the
full chain, or on any distribution of points. Further, this is
the only validation procedure which combines both packing
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Fig. 2. Distributions (in CP1) for residues with native side-chain conformers from the upgraded structures and replaced by rotamers from corresponding
obsolete counterparts. (A) Distribution of residues with native side-chains all falling into the probable regions of CP1 and (B) distribution subsequent
to the replacement.

and electrostatics in a single unified measure and displays
graphically (apart from actually listing) residues with faulty
packing and/or electrostatics. Thus, CP should be a useful
addition in the already existing repertoire of structure val-
idation tools. The output of the program gives Ssc

m and Esc
m

of buried residues which can also be used for a wide range
of other applications e.g., fold recognition, analysis of
side-chain packing, detection of unbalanced partial charges
within protein interiors, protein design and modeling.
The website contains detailed documentation of the

different thresholds for successful validation for all the
CP-scores for a given atomic model. The model might
be experimentally or computationally derived but should
definitely contain coordinates of (geometrically fixed)
hydrogen atoms consistent with the format of REDUCE.8

The suite has been successfully tested on Redhat Enter-
prise and open Suse linux platforms with PERL and Fortran
compilers f90, f95, gfortran or ifort. DELPHI5 must be pre-
installed and running under the command: delphi_static.
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